
    

Complete list of FOI questions for FDCP re “Film archives operations and spending” 
 
Part 1 
1) Total FDCP actual spending on "MFO 2: Film Preservation Services" (which is the name of the archives 
program on DBM documents) per year for 2011-2017.  
(*Note: According to documents on DBM Approved Budget for 2016, 2017, and 2018, the budgets for 
"MFO2: Film Preservation Services" were listed as Php 20,064,00, Php8,917,000, and Php9,843,000 
respectively.)  
2) Itemized list of total expenditures for "MFO 2: Film Preservation Services," per year for 2011-2017 
(equipment acquisition, film restoration, rentals, etc.). 
3) List of all films restored by FDCP and cost per restoration, and the percentage of budget spent on film 
restoration out of the total "MFO 2: Film Preservation Services" spending. 
4) Total number of archives personnel assigned to work in the Philippine Film Archive division (formerly 
National Film Archives of the Philippines), per year for 2011-2017. 
 
Part 2 
1) Total number of regular officers who held plantilla positions under "MFO 2: Film Preservation 
Services," and their respective functions in the archive and position titles, per year for 2011-2017. 
2) List of organizations or individuals who rated quality of film preservation for FDCP.  
(*Note: DBM Approved Target documents indicate rating is "96%" good or better for 2015, 2016, and 
2017.) 
3) Definition and meaning of "percentage of change in stock of films requiring preservation" as noted in 
DBM Approved Target documents under "MFO2: Film Preservation Services."  
(*Note: Annually, FDCP lists the its physical accomplishment in this area as "25%" as per DBM Approved 
Target documents.) 
 
Part 3 
1) List of sources (archives, production studios, filmmakers, etc.) for the increase in film archive holdings 
by end of 2017.  
(*Note: Physical Report of Operations for 2017 notes that PFA's holdings increased by 989 items.)  
2) List of total international travel for film archives and preservation purposes, per year for 2011-2017, 
and list of officials deployed per trip. 
3) Total amount and current status of additional allotted budget for "MFO 2: Film Preservation Services" 
to move the film archive to Subic Bay, 2017. 
 


